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Tonight you’ll learn…
Meet your presenters this evening…
Tonight we will cover
* What change management is and why it is
important to the success of any transformation or
initiative
* How do you achieve success transformations
in these turbulent times? We will take you
through a well know method that we love! ADKAR
* Summarise what will have the biggest impact for
you and your colleagues when you’re managing
change

So, what is change management
and how does it help?

If you want to successfully achieve
outcomes and benefits..
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Then both the technical and people sides of the change must be part of the plan!

It’s about the individual collective!
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Achieving success by supporting individuals as they transition from current state
to future state. The approach is scalable, collectively encouraging and
motivating teams, departments and business units to adopt new ways of
working and realise the business benefits of this initiative

The Process to managing individual or
collective change journeys
THE ADKAR MODEL

Awareness
What we are doing
& Why to minimise
uncertainty

Desire to
participate
What’s in it for me,
why should I care

Knowledge
Learning will
bridge the gap
between current &
future

Ability
Time to practice &
freedom to fail

Reinforcement
Embedded
behaviours,
consequences for
going backwards

People travel this journey, passing through each stage leading to effective change adoption - risk is they can slip backwards

This model explains how to take impacted colleagues or teams from the current state (relative comfort) through
transition state (stress and anxiety) to a future state that is maintainable and becomes the new “norm”
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Let’s talk about … AWARENESS
THE ADKAR MODEL
Desire to participate

Knowledge

Ability

AWARENESS CHECKLIST
Awareness
What we are doing
& Why to minimise
uncertainty

q Remove uncertainty
q Answer - What are you doing, why is it important and when will it
happen
q Construct ‘the message’ and think about how it will land
q Consider the messenger and receiver relationship
q Think - Is this about Increasing success or avoiding problem?
q Be clear about what is needed from them
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Reinforcement

Next up… DESIRE TO PARTICIPATE
THE ADKAR MODEL
Awareness

Knowledge

Ability

Reinforcement

DESIRE TO PARTICIPATE CHECKLIST
Desire to
participate
What’s in it for me,
why should I care

q Explain - They need to know “What’s in it for me”
q Consider the messenger and receiver relationship
q Think - what motivates the individual, team and are there
cultural considerations
q Consider the starting point of each individual – trust levels,
demographic, home stability, years in org
q Encourage “interest” or “curiosity”
q Be clear about what is needed from them
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Step 3 … KNOWLEDGE BUILDING
THE ADKAR MODEL
Awareness

Desire to participate

KNOWLEDGE CHECKLIST

Knowledge
Learning will
bridge the gap
between current &
future
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q Don’t start this phase until Awareness and Desire has
been done
q Provide the person with the skill or knowledge to
perform the task
q Outline key behaviours which accompany the changes
q Understand and consider the receivers learning style
q Remember
at different rates
Ability people learn
Reinforcement
q Give people “permission” to attend the training
q Message the importance of the knowledge in each
case
q Ensure people are attending
q Call out what people must stop, start and continue to
do

Adding to knowledge… ABILITY
THE ADKAR MODEL
Awareness

Desire to participate

Knowledge

Reinforcement

ABILITY CHECKLIST

q Ability is vital and different from Knowledge
q Give people the space to practice, and a safe
environment to fail
q Remember - people learn and become effective at
different rates
q Ensure there is support available
q Track and check people’s capability progress
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Ability
Time to practice &
freedom to fail

Finally… REINFORCEMENT
THE ADKAR MODEL
Awareness

Desire to participate

Knowledge

Ability

REINFORCEMENT CHECKLIST
q
q
q
q
q

Acknowledge people who work in the new way
Create consequence for going backwards
Ensure you can track compliance
Ensure support is available
Ensure managers take accountability for how
their people behave going forward
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Reinforcement
Embedded
behaviours,
consequences for
going backwards

In summary…
What, in our opinion, makes the biggest impact for colleagues and for the
business ensuring realisation of benefits?

* Focus on your people! Don’t forget it’s in the adoption
of new ways of working that benefits are realised
*

Remove uncertainty for colleagues

Empower colleagues to embrace change as they understand
what is happening/what to expect
* Engage rather than communicate. It’s about dialogue – give
them a voice
*

*

*

Leadership by example

*

The ripple effect – coalition of champions and advocates

Following a proven Change Management method
allows you to measure, track and adapt planned activities
to maximise results
*

It also makes it easy for key stakeholders to get a sense of
what work is involved and monitor progress against milestones

*

Make sure it’s scalable as well as granular
The ADKAR tool is a well recognised approach to taking people through transition
and embedding new ways of working. To find out more, please visit https://www.prosci.com/adkar/adkar-model

Thank you!

